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New Mexico's Spanish Livestock Heritage
by William W Dunmire

Sheep became New Mexico's dominant range animal
leading to environmental degradation still apparent today
(1935 photograph by T. Harmon Parkhurst. co urtesy of Museum of New Mexico. #5454)

When crops. foods. and a~riculture
from the Old World made their way
from Spain to Mexico. then up El
Camino Real with Don Juan Onate to
northern New Mexico in 1598. the
Southwest would be chanced forever.
Without doubt the most profound
impact those colonists and Franciscan
missionaries made on the lives of New
Mexico's Puebloan and other Native
American residents. and upon the land
itself. resulted from their introduction
of domestic animals. The herds of
horses. cattle. and SJoats and flocks of
sheep accompanying Onate's caravan
laid the foundation for a livestock
industry that would dominate much of
the Southwest in years to come. And
ever-increasing livestock ~razin~ on
the open ranee would result in a
~radual transformation of the relatively
pristine ~rasslands that once existed on
New Mexico's central and southern
plains to the shrubby. typically rather
barren conditions we so often see there
today. I
The Spanish conquistadors led by
Hernan Cortes who swept into Mexico
in 1519were in for many surprises. On
the one hand. they encountered
complex societies rich in material
culture and founded on a sophisticated
a~ricultural base that included the
previous domestication of more than
one hundred species of wild plants. by
then bein~ cultivated as food crops.
On the other. the Spaniards surely must
have been puzzled over the absence of
domestic livestock in this strange
country. In fact. up to that time the
largest wild animal that had been
domesticated in the New World was the
llama. first bred in the South American
Andes by the Incas as lon~ as six
thousand years a~o .
Why hadn't the people of the New
World learned to capture and tame
North American native wildlife species
such as bison. elk. or bears. then
employ them to carry heavy loads or
replace humans for oth er burdensome
tasks? After all. that had been SJoin~ on
for millennia in the Old World where
horses. donkeys. oxen . and camels
provided much of the day-to -day labor.
The answer. without ~oin~ into
complex details . is that the existing

Iarqe
mammal
candidates
for
domestication in America lacked on e
or more of the many characteristics
required for conversion from a wild
species to one under complete human
control.
Even usin~ modern
techniques. these animals have proven
to be untamable. Contrarily. a number
of comparable wild animals formerly
populating the Old World did possess
the necessary attributes for human
domestication and were. indeed.
domesticated. 2 It was simply a matter
of fate. The end result was that in preColumbian Eurasia domesticated
animals had 10nSJ been providing much
of the heavy labor. while in the
Americas that work was beinq
accomplished solely by humans - a
huqe dlsadvantaqe and larqely th e
reason that "civilization" hadn't
progressed farther on our continents.

to peoples livin~ far to the south. wh ere
they became contributors to the Aztec's
famous multi -faceted cuisine. 3
European livestock didn't arrive in
any numbers in the New World until
Columbus's second voyage of 1493
when fettered horses. longhorn cattle.
she ep . ~oats. and crates of chickens
and rabbits oc cupied the stalls of many
of his seventeen ships . Ei~ht pi~s also
had been taken aboard. All multipli ed
with varyinSJ success in the Caribbean
island colonies. and all eventually were
delivered to th e Mexican mainland
with Cortes and his later followers . By
th e end of th e sixteenth century
European farm animals were an
Integral part of the Spanish and Indian
aqncultural base throughout much of
Mexico. providing a ready supply of
livestock for the rush of entradas aimed
at exploring and eventually coloniztnq
the promised lands to the north.
Approximately seven thousand head of
livestock accompanied Onate's colonists
on the ~randest en trada of all.
4

HORSES

Actually.
wild
horses
had
prev iousl y roamed across much of
North America. includinq New Mexico .

of Mexico City. which fostered the
spread of horses as the Spaniards
colonized the ~rassy plains and fertile
river bottoms as far north as
Chihuahua. 5
Perhaps twelve-hundred horses
and mules made the seven-hundredmile journey that led to the foundinq of
Nuevo Mexico's first Spanish colony of
San Gabriel at the plac e where the Rio
Grande inters ects with the Rio Chama
north of pres ent-day Espa nola. 6
The year 1598 was no t the first time
that Spanish horses had entered our
state. however. for Coronado had
driven a ~reat number of them north
wh en he explored this hinterland in
1540. less than twenty years after the
Aztecs surrendered to Cortes . But there
is no evidence that any of his livestock
or those that accompanied the next
four Spanish expeditions (in 1581 . 1582.
1590. and 1593) were left behind.
Indeed. it wa s Onate who can be
credited with Iaunchinq the livestock
industry in the American Southwest.
In the 1600s New Mexico's far-flunq
missions need ed horses and mules for
efficient farm and ranch operation.
Friars couldn't pos sibly do all the

D06S AND TURKEYS

Which is not to say that
domesticated animals had never been
kept by the Indian residents of the
Southwest. Both do ~s and turkeys are
known to have been looked after by
Ancestral Puebloan farmers here in
New Mexico.
Doqs. orlqinally domesticated from
wolves in several parts of the world.
had been travelinq with nomadic tribes
in North America for thousands of
years.
Ancestral Puebloans kept
spaniel-sized doqs, mo st likely used for
flushlnc out wild SJame during hunts
but probably also serving as household
companions. However. there is no
evidence that their scrawny doss were
eaten - in contrast to those of the
Aztecs who at the time were raising
pudSJY. hairless mutts for the stew pot.
It was form erly believed that wild
turkeys were first domesticated in
Mesoamerica and later introduced into
the American Southwest. However.
new research su~~ests that the reverse
is true . and that sometime before A.D.
800 Ancestral Puebloans began to livecapture wild turkeys and raise them in
rock pens. no doubt Ieedinq them on
surplus corn. Onqtnally the birds were
more valued for their feathers. used in
ceremonies and woven into blankets.
rather
than
for
nourishment.
Domesticated turk eys were later traded

Spanish Mustang in Placitas
(Photograph by William W. Dunmire)

durinq the late Pleistocene some fifteen
thousand years a~o. but around 8.000
B.C. they had become extinct on this
continent. But not in the Old World.
where humans first domesticated both
and
donkeys
in
the
horses
Mediterranean reqion around 4.000
B.C. and wh ere Spanish breeds Arabians and Andalusians - were bemq
ridden well before the Roman
Conquest.
The Aztecs and other Indians in
Mexico were at first terrified by these
strange, often armor-covered beasts
which led . in part. to their surprisingly
Cortes
easy conquest by Cortes.
himself was a horse breeder par
excellence. and not long after th e
conquest he established a stud farm in
the Valley of Oa xaca . In 1533 a royal
ordinance decreed that the public
would be permitted to ~raze th eir
livestock on the royal lands lyin~ north

necessary
rldlnq.
so
teachinq
horsemanship to Puebloan converts
must have been a priority. reqardless
that Indian ownership of horses was
discouraqed, if not forbidden. Soon
enough. though. a horse would stray
from its mission settlement and
become semi-wild. only to be
recaptured and secretly retained by a
Puebloan who likely had ~ained his

Early Texas saddle adapted from a type
that evolve d in Islamic Spain
(Illustration by Vangi e Dunmire)

Mark Your Calender Now: New Mexico History Conference, Hobbs Special Events Center, Apri129-May 1, 2010.
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experience in handline livestock by
observinq the Franciscans.
In actuality the Spaniards never
had the chance to keep their horses
from the Indians . By the time they
returned to New Mexico after the
Pueblo Indian Revolt of 1680. the nonfarming nomadic tribes. including the
Navajos and Apaches. had acquired
horses . The Navajos became skilled
raiders who carried off increasinq
numbers of horses and sheep. but by
the early 18005 they had acquired so
many sheep that they turned to
herdinq as a way of life. The Apaches.
on the other hand. failed to develop a
livestock economy of their own;
however. horsemanship stimulated:
them to become relentless raiders of
Spanish. Indian. and. later. Anqlo
settlements - a life style that would
continue until after the Civil War. 7
Occasional bands of short-Ie~~ed
feral mustangs - typically a staIIion with
half a dozen mares - still roam on
public lands and Indian reservations in
parts of rural New Mexico. Recent DNA
blood tests of horses from one of these
feral bands wandering on Mt. Taylor
west of Albuquerque showed that some
of the animals can be ~enetically linked
to oriqlnal Spanish stock and may be
even closer descendants to the original
Spanish breeds than horses currently
found in Spain.'
Where I live in rural Placitas.
untamed mustangs. apparently Ions
a~o escaped from the nearby San
Felipe Pueblo Reservation. still move
skittishly
about
our
unfenced
countryside and are a reqular topic of
community chit-chat. Either you think
they're ~reat (the animal lovers) or a
~reat nuisance (some of our farmers) .
CATTLE

Cattle
were
originally
domesticated from wild aurochs at
least ei~ht thousand years a~o in the
Fertile Crescent. a reqton stretching
north and eastward in an arc from the
Nile to the Ti~ris and Euphrates Rivers.
They had arrived in Spain Ionq before
the Roman conquest. but stoca-herdinq
didn't play much of an economic role
there until well after the Romans had
departed. By the time Columbus set

(continuedfrom page 1)

more than 100.000 head. were thus in
ready supply by the time Onate
assembled his troops."
Most of the hundreds of cattle
trailed to the new colony ended up
beins slaughtered for the table;
nevertheless. enough survived to
breed. So when Franciscans fanned
out to establish their network of
missions. they always took at least a
few cows and a bull or two. Yet
Hispanic New Mexico never became a
primary cattle ranchtnq center during
colonial times . This may have been
because Puebloans strongly objected to
ranee animals trampling their irriqated
fields and to the fact that sheep-raising
had become the preferred pursuit. By
1832. not lone before the American
takeover. only about five thousand
cattle were thought to have been
owned by Nuevo Mexicanos compared
with an estimated two hundred forty
thousand sheep and ~oats. 1 1 The cattle
industry would not prosper in New
Mexico until after the Civil War when
Texas
cattlemen
like
Charles
Goodniqht, Oliver Lovinq. and John
Chisum oversaw the ~reat drives from
Texas up the Pecos River to the eastern
plains where blue ~rama and buffalo
~rasslands combined with ample water
provided the setting for the wall-to -wall
cattle ranches that exist yet today.
Herding open-ranee cattle by men
on horseback seems to have ~otten its
start in the mid-1500s. not in Europe.
but in Panuco. midway up the eastern
coast of Mexico. Then the practice
spread to Texas where horse-driven
cattle ranching would one day become
an institution. " At any rate. the
toundtnq of cattle ratsinc as a major
industry in the U.S. took place not in
New Mexico but in Texaswhere the first
bi~ drive delivered 4.800 head from
Mexico to San Antonio in 1721. 13
SHEEP
If New Mexico's infant cattle

industry met with only indifferent
success. an explosion in numbers of the
colony's sheep proved sensational. Old
World sheep had actually entered the
territory in 1540 with Coronado who
drove huoe flocks up the Rio Grande to
his encampments. When that Don

Chutro Sheep
(Photograph by Will iam W. Dunmire)

sail. raisinq cattle had become an
essential component of Spanish
a~riculture. and the Caribbean Islands
provided an ideal environment for
their swift multiplication overseas.
Within thirty years so many feral cattle
roamed Hispaniola's interior that a
citizen ~roup petitioned to create a
livestock ~uild that mlqht control the
herds."
Once longhorn cattle reached the
Mexican mainland they reproduced
slowly at first. but as conquest and
colonization surged, environmental
conditions to the north favored the
expansion of the herds. and the
concept of the estancia was born
wherein privately owned livestock
ranches were acquired through formal
~overnment ~rants.
Cattle from
estancias and from the huge estates
known as haciendas. some claiminq

2

Quixote-like conquistador departed
two years later. he left some sheep at
Pecos Pueblo. but none of their
offspring appear to have survived. "
The inspection record for Onate's
entrada nearly sixty years later listed
383 rams and 3.517 ewes ." In another
thirty years it was claimed each of the
more than two dozen Franciscan
missions in New Mexico owned up to
two thousand head. By then sheep
constituted one of the few items of
export. Excess animals were driven
back down the Camino Rea! to Parral
and other mininq settlements in
Chihuahua
where
they
were
exchanged for tools. hardware. and
weapons so badly wanted in New
Mexico's expandinq colonies."
These were not Spain's famous
merino breed of sheep. prized for their
fine. hi~h-yieldin~ fleece. Instead it

was the lowly ciiutro that first made it
to the West Indies with Columbus. then
proliferated across the Mexican
hi~hlands to the point where by 1565 it
was estimated that as many as two
million sheep were ~razin~ in (and
devastating) a single hi~h valley plain
north of Mexico City. 17 Both breeds
were descendants from the wild Asiatic
mouflon sheep that were first
domesticated and herded in the Fertile
Crescent as 10nSJ as nine thousand
years ago .IS
The touch chuttos were ideally
adapted
to
endurinq
the
environmental riSJors of the arid
Southwest. They seemed to thrive on
sparse ~rama ~rass and shrubby foliaqe
and could withstand drought much
better than cattle. Compared with
merinos. ciiurios produced a better
quality mutton. and their wool.
consisting of hard. straight fibers. had a

Resident herds were not established
until Onate trailed about a thousand of
them - ~oats that were descended from
the "Spanish goat" which. in turn.
derived from the earliest herds of
Persian wild SJoats. or bezoar. that had
been domesticated in the Fertile
Crescent about the same time as sheep.
Puebloans eventually accepted
SJoats - for their meat. milk . and.
especially. cheese - but SJoats have
always been associated more with rural
Hispanic New Mexico. By the mid1700s. however. the Navajo had
embraced them. and ~oats became an
integral part of life in Navaioland. As
mohair prices rose during the early
1900s. Navajo and Hispanic weavers
began to cross-breed their Spanish
strain with angora ~oats. originally
from Turkey. The disappearance of
traditional lifeways combined with
environmental
concerns
finally

The Notte, a mule-powered water lift from the Old World
(Illustration by Vangie Dunmire)

naturally worsted property that lent
itself to the kind of hand-splnninq and
weavinc that had lon~ been employed
by Puebloans for makinq cotton
~arments.19 Furthermore. churro wool
was particularly suited for absorbing
the vibrant piSJments Puebloans knew
how to extract from a number of wild
dye plants." In fact. rues and ~arments
woven from ch urro wool are prized
amonq collectors more than ever
today.
Sedentary Puebloan farmers were
raising sheep soon after their arrival
from Mexico. but it was the nomadic
Navajo who truly adopted these
animals. eventually embracing a
pastoral way of life centered around
their roving bands. When the Navajo
were allowed to return to their
homeland in 1868 after betnq interred
at Bosque del Redondo for four years.
they brought nearly two thousand
sheep with them. By the turn of the
century the Navajo would build up
flocks of more than a million sheep in
Arizona and New Mexico. "
Those would have included
churros and churro-metino crossbreeds. for the common merino sheep
of today had finally been introduced to
New Mexico by Anglos in 1859. In
addition to the million Navajo-owned
sheep. durinq the 1880s-1890s four
times that number of sheep and ~oats
were beinq herded by Hispanic. Anglos.
and
other
Native
Americans
throughout New Mexico. compared
with only 200.000 to 400.000 head of
cattle." It was principally sheep that
eventually converted ~rasslands to the
weedy and shrubby vegetation so
commonly found today in the central
and western parts of our state. The
seemingly permanent invasion of
juniper onto once pristine ~rasslands is
just one result of this extensive
overqrazinq in the past. 24
22

GOATS

Many historians have written about
sheep in New Mexico but only a few
have dealt specifically with ~oats.
Coronado brouqht the first SJoats alonq
with sheep here. but none survived.

resulted in a near phasing out of ~oat
culture in New Mexico. In recent years.
however. goats have made somewhat
of a comeback - as providers of cheese
and as pets. "
CHICKENS AND PIGS

While horses. mules. jackasses.
cattle. sheep. and ~oats were listed on
the rosters of the various official
inspections of supplies Ieadinq to
Onate's SJrand entrada. chickens and
swine apparently were considered
unworthy of mention. But they did
accompany the journey. for Juan de
Torquemada. in his monumental
treatise. Monarquia Indiana published
in 1615. cited both as beinq propagated
in Pueblo vlllaqes near the Spanish
colony at San Gabriel." And Gaspar
Perez de Villa~ra's epic poem published
in 1610 includes "fowl of Castile" in a
10nSJ list of Old World foods and
livestock that Puebloans were
harvesting and maintaining soon after
the arrival of Onate."
Chickens. oriqlnally domesticated
in Asia as Ionq as ten thousand years
a~o . were one of the least visible
animals that Ieap-froqqed with Onate
to New Spain's northernmost outpost.
yet they soon spread rapidly from
villa~e to villa~e once the Franciscans
beqan to establish their missions at
outlytne Pueblos. The Puebloans. who
had
lonq
been
propaqatinq
domesticated turkeys. parrots. and
other birds. seem to have readily
accepted the novel barnyard fowl. In
the long run. however. poultry raisinq
for eSJgs or meat never became a Iastinq
tradition amonq native New Mexicans.
The pigs that accompanied Onate's
waqon trains failed to siqniftcantly
multiply and disperse. New Mexico's
arid climate was far less conducive
than Mexico's humid lowlands for
raising swine ; furthermore. Puebloans
are unlikely to have tolerated domestic
or feral pi~s running amok through
their ubiquitous corn fields where the
Iow-statured strains of maize would
permit easy strippinq of ripening ears.
Nor did raising hoqs for the market
become a practice anywhere in New
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Mexico during Spanish colonial times.
Spanish livestock. then. had both
positive and negative impacts on the
people and their land. On the one
hand. they eased the burden of work.
provided transport. food. and new
sources for making fabric; on the other.
they caused considerable disruption to
the environment that remains yet
today. Be that as it may. most of us
would agree that the good has far
outweighed the bad.
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2009 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
The Historical Society of New Mexico presented th e followinc awards at its annual conference. Santa Fe. New Mexico. May 2.2009

Edgar Lee Hewett Award
For service to the public

Southwest Studies at Southern Methodist
University.
Burke 's book From Greenwich Village
7'
P"
. .
d p,r
M b I
to l aos: ttmttivtsm an
lace at
a e
Dodge Luhen's (University of Kansas Press.
2008) offers a po rtrait of a place as it too k
shape both aesthetically and in the
imagination o f Mabel Do dge Luhan's
visitors and materially in the lives o f
everyday New Mexicans.

fray francisco Atanasio
Dominguez Award
For historic surveys and research
Richard
Flint
(no
photograph
available) a research associate in histo ry at
the Center for Deser t Archaeology. Tucson.
His publications incl ude The Coronado
Expe dition . From th e D'tstetice a f 400 vL ears
(University New Mexico Press. 2008) and
Documents of the Coronado Expeditions.
1539- 1542: "They Were Not Familiar with
His Majesty, nor Did They Wish to Be His
Subjects" (University New Mexico Press.

Jack Loeffler receives award
from Rene Harris

Loeffler. a Renaissance Man resides in
Santa Fe. He is an aural historian. writer.
musician. radio producer and good friend
to all who have the opportunity to work
and to play with him along the Rio Grande
and the West.
Survival Along the
Continental Di vi de: An Anthology of
Interviews (University of New Mexico Press.
2008) has captured the essence of seventeen
New Mexicans and their life works to date
in his outstanding and thoughtful
interviews. His book evolved from a
request from the NM Humanities Council to
produce an antholozy that would combine
elements of two projects sponsored by the
Council which focused on the Great
Depression and the New Deal and the
traveling exhibition Between Fences.

Dorothy Woodward Award
For advancement of education

Erika Marie Bsumek receives the award
from Jo Anne Jager.

• bsumes is an Assistant Professor of
History at University of Texas. Austin . She
wrote Indian -Made: Navajo Culture in the
Marketplace. 1868 to 1940 (University of
Kansas Press. 2008).
Bsumelz unravels the layers of meaning
that surround the branding of Indian made.
She contends that the sale of Indian made
SJoods cannot be explained solely through
supply and demand but the multiple images
and narratives that grew up around the
goods themselves, must be considered.
Integrating consumer culture. tourism and
history opens new perspectives on our
understa nding of American Indian material
culture.

Lansing Bloom Award
For an outstanding publication or
series of publications by a society or
institution (books , monographs.
newsletter. brochures. guides. etc.)
Jon Hunner is presented the award
by Richard Melzer

Hunner is Professor of History and
Director of the Public History program at
New Mexico State University. Las Cruces.
Public History is a discipline where the past
is seen. heard. and experienced. The past
comes off the printed page and is tangible;
it can be experienced and interpreted.

Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award
For significant contributions to the
field of history in the areas of fine arts.
articles. books and exhibits
• Flannery Burke. (no photograph
available) is an Assistant Professor of
History at St. Louis University. She is a
former Bill and Rita Clements Postdoctoral
Fellow at the William P. Clements Center for

• Don Bullis. (no photograph available)
a retired professional lawman in New
Mexico. has published two books in
Dictionary!Encyclopedia form on the many
New Mexico historical personalities. He
lives and teaches in Rio Rancho and is
currently a member of the Histo rical
Society of NM Board of Directors.
• Rio Grande Books owned by Paul
Rhetts and Barbe Awaldt. (no photograph
available) is an Albuquerque publishing
company. which has brought New Mexicans
a variety of historical books including a
beautiful and accurate presentation of The
Portfolio of Spanish Colonial Design , a
collection of renderings created during the
New Dears Federal Art Project in the 1930s.
to be included in the nationwide Index of
American Design.

2008).
Flint's books explore why things
happened as much as they revealed what
happened. He sheds new liSJht on crucial
events of the past and suggests implications
for the twenty-first century.

Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award
Fo r o utsta nding publication (h istory )

The L. Bradford Prince Award for
significant wo rk in the field of historic
preservation was presented to New Mexico
ranch woman and civic leader Linda Davis
of Cimarron. rep resenting the Davis family
"0

and the CS Cattle Company. In 1948 the CS
pu rchased the historic Aztec MiII in
Cimarron. once the centerpiece of the
Maxwell Land Grant and Lucien Maxwell's
far-flung enterprises in northeastern New
Mexico . Built in 1864 to process SJrain for
flour and house supplies issued to Ute and
Jicarilla Apache Indians in the area. It was
purchased by the CS Cattle Company in
1948. Used primarily for storage for many
years. the building was opened as the Old
Mill Museum in 1964. The CS has continued
to underwrite the museum's operation for
the public's benefit since that time. The
Davis family has also carried on the legacy
of Frank Sprin ser, who was associated with
the Maxwell Land Grant Company as its
attorney and then president from 1873 until
his death in 1927. and Springer's bro ther
Charles. namesake of the CS Ranch. Frank
Springer was the grandfather of the late J.
Les Davis. whose wife. Linda Mitchell Davis.
and six grown children now manage the
ranching operation.

Paula Moore receives award
from John Ramsey

Moore is retired from New Mexico
State University as the Executive Assistan t
to the President. She won the 1987 Frank
Waters Fiction Award . Her short stories and
poetry have appeared in several literary
journals and her first book. One Man's
Word: A Seven-Decade Personal History

CS Ranch/Davis Family
Several family members attended the awards
banquet (L to R) Randy Davis. Julia Stafford.
Dave Stafford. Kelly Barmann. Kim bermenn,
Linda Davis. Priscilla Davis. Kirk Davis.
Photograph by Carleen Lazzell May 2. 2009

(University of New Mexico Press) was
published in 1990 after she received the
1989 NMSU Book Award. She received this
award for her latest book Cricket in the Web
(University of New Mexico Press. 2008).

L. Bradford Prince Award
For significant work in the field o f
his toric preservation
The Aztec Mill in Cimarron. New Mexico was built by
Lucien MaxweJJand stiIl stands today as a museum
Photo in 1936. Frederick D. Nichols
(Library of Congress)

!rflII

Linda Davis. of the CS Ranch/Davis Family
accepts the award from David Caffey
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A Successful 2009 New Mexico History Conference
For those of you who attended the
recent New Mexico History Conference
in Santa Fe, cosponsored by the
Society with our partner organization,
Los Compadres del Palacio. you'll
already know it was one of the best
such conferences ever held. There
were many hiqhliqhts, including the
IS0/100! Symposium on Thursday,
April 30. the conference reception at
the Palace of the Governors that
eveninq, the excellent conference
sessions at the new Santa Fe
Community Convention Center. the
Herltaqe
Preservation
Awards
Ceremony held by the New Mexico
Historic Preservation Division on
Saturday afternoon, the always fun
Book Auction and Annual Awards
Banquet on Saturday evening and
more. There were about 300 attendees
at the conference and. thanks to the
spaciousness of the conference rooms
and the overall ambience of the new
Convention Center. everythinq worked
out very comfortably.
Perhaps the brlqhtest of the
hiqhliqhts was the attendance at the
conference of 38 New Mexico K-12
teachers. and for one session on Friday
morning CThe Centuries of Santa Fe,"
moderated by Robert Torrez. former
State Historian and Past Society
President) . the entire 9th-qrade New
Mexico history class from Monte del
Sol Charter School in Santa Fe. The 2S
sth-qraders. brouqht by their teacher.
Wendy Leighton, were especially
attentive, as they were later to be
quizzed on the presentations.
The
teachers attendinq the
conference. almost all involved in
teaching New Mexico history, were
especially
appreciative
of
two
workshops on Friday afternoon
desiqned primarily for them. The first,
put tcqether by Dr. Jon Hunner,
Professor of Public History at New
Mexico State University. with some of
his qraduate students (who appeared in
period costumes), showcased the use
of "livinq history" as a teachtnq
method. The second, led by Andre

Del.eon. a former New Mexico history
teacher, focused on qettinq input from
teachers on curricula needed for
teaching New Mexico history.
The Conference kickoff event, the
IS0/100! Symposium held at the St.
Francis Auditorium of the New Mexico
Museum of Art was well received. The
Symposium commemorated the IS0th
Anniversary of the foundinq of the
Historical Society in 18S9 and the 100th
of the Museum of New Mexico in 1909.
Attendance at the Symposium, which
was free and open to the public, was
almost 200, with many of those in
attendance beinq newcomers to
Historical Society events and several of
these ioinlne the Society.
The
Symposium was also cosponsored by
the Palace of the Governors/New
Mexico History Museum and hosted by
the Museum of Art, whose docents
provided much valuable support
during the day. The Society was
fortunate to have the support of a qrant
for the Symposium from the New
Mexico Humanities Council as part of
the "We the People" program of the
National
Endowment
for
the
Humanities.
The
Symposium
emphasized the importance of both the
Historical Society and the Museum of
New Mexico in preservinq New
Mexico 's history and cultural heritage
and contributing to New Mexican's
identity, in keeping with the objectives
of the "We the People" procram.
The Symposium featured six
presentations and a roundtable
discussion on key figures in the
formation of the two orqantzanons.
The se included Alice Cunntngham
Fletcher, L. Bradford Prince, Judqe John
R. Mcf'ie. Charles Fletcher Lummls,
Paul A. F. Walter, Frank Springer; and
Edqar Lee Hewett. all of whom were
very important in the preservation of
New Mexico 's history and cultural
herttaqe.
Two of these . Bradford Prince,
President of the Historical Society from
1883 until his death in 1922, and Paul
Walter. President from 1926 to 19S9 ,

Benjamin M. Read Conference Grants
for Teachers

had an unmatched longevity of tenure
and impact on the Society as well as
other cultural institutions in New
Mexico. At the Awards Banquet at our
conference we honored all the past
Presidents of the Society, especially
recoqnizinq the living past Presidents.
Spencer Wilson , Robert White. John
Grassharn. Robert Torrez, Marqaret
Espinosa McDonald, Rick Hendricks,
and Richard Melzer. Four of these
(Wilson , Grassham, McDonald and
Melzer) were able to attend and were
presented
a
framed
certificate
recoqnlztng their service to the Society.
In preparation for this recoqnlrion
ceremony we prepared a list of all the
past Presidents of the Society (see
sidebar) . usinq both documented
records and the memories of current
and former Board members. Some of
these recalled that Tom Chavez had
been President of the Society at some
point; however, neither the records nor
Dr. Chavez supported this . A number of
these informants felt that his impact on
the Board and the Society, including his
leadership in the 1970s in starttnq up
the annual conferences, was so qreat
that. surely, he must have been
President. So, Dr. Chavez was also
presented a certificate recosntzins him
as an "Honorary Past-President."
Although this was qiven somewhat
tongue-in-cheek. those involved with
Dr. Chavez over his many years on the
Board of the Society recognize that his
impact was immense and deserves
recoqnition.
The Society's Annual Awards (see
separate article), also presented at the
Banquet, featured some outstanding
achievements in historical research.
writinq, and publishing But perhaps
the most significant Award presented
was the L. Bradford Prince Award for
Historic Preservation presented to
Linda Davis of the CS Ranch near
Cimarron and to the Davis family for
their work in preservtnq and zeeptnq
open to the public the Old Mill
Museum (Lucien Maxwell 's grist mill) in
Cimarron. The CS Ranch, one of the

'.'

Presidents of the
Historical Society of New Mexico 1859-2009
Lorraine Lavender 197S-1 979
Albert Schroeder 1979-1983
John P. Conron 1983-1987
*SpencerWilson 1987-1991
*Robert R. White 1991-1993
*Jo hn Grassham 1993-1995
*Robert Torrez 1995-1999
*Marqaret Espinosa McDonald 1999-2003
*Rick Hendricks 2003-2005
*Richard Melzer 2005-2009
*Michael Stevenson 2009(*Livi~ presidents/list compiled May 2009)

John Breckenridge Grayson 18S9-1861
James Lowry Donaldson 1861-1862
Kirby Benedict 1862-1863
William G. Ritch 1881-1883
LeBaron Bradford Prince 1883-1922
Frank W. Clancy 1923-1924
Ralph Emerson Twitchell 192S-1 926
Paul A.F. Walter 1926-19S9
Calvin Horn 19S9-1 963
Victor Westphall 1963-1967
Jack Rittenhouse 1967-1971
Roland Dickey 1971-1975
Jorge Avalos
Deming High School

largest in New Mexico , was Frank
Sprlnqer's ranch and is now owned
and operated by the Davis family, many
of whom are direct descendants of
Frank Springer. with several attending
the Awards banquet, including Linda
Davis. The irony of presentinq the
Prince Award to descendants of Frank
Sprlnqer was not lost on the audience,
considering that Springer and Prince
were occasionally at odds.
Another noteworthy event held
during the conference was the Annual
Membership Meettnq on Saturday. This
combined lunch and meeting was
attended by about 80 members, likely a
record attendance for such meetings.
The members voted unanimously to
approve the Bylaws amendments
recommended by the Board and sent to
all members earlier. The Nomtnattnq
Committee then presented the results
of the election for Officers and AtLarge Board members. In the latter
case. the Committee recommended
that. because the ballot count showed a
virtual dead heat, all four be elected to
the Board, qiven that there were
sufficient vacancies to do so . After
some discussion, this recommendation
was approved unanimously. The four
new At-Large Board members are
Martha Shipman Andrews (Las Cruces) ,
Laurence Campbell (Los Alamos),
Kermit HilI (Santa Fe), and Calvin Smith
(Hobbs). The Nominating Committee
also announced that the Officers on
the ballot had been elected by an
overwhelming majority of those
voting.
Planning is now beqinninq in
earnest for the 2010 New Mexico
History Conference to be held at the
Lea County Events Center in Hobbs
(April 29 - May 1). In addition to
program sessions, several of which will
focus on Southeastern New Mexico
history. there will be a number of
special events and tours that should be
of particular interest to those
unfamiliar with the area and its rich
history.
~MS

•••

Michelle Mannino
CEPI Charter Hi~h School
Albuquerque

Gift Memberships Available

Jamie Jones
Belen Middle School
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The Historical Society of New
Mexico was founded in 18S9 and is
celebrating its sesquicentennial durinq
this IS0th anniversary. In recoqnition
of this fact and in anticipation of New
Mexico Statehood Centennial in 2012.
the Society has many projects
underway. We encouraqe you to
purchase qift memberships for family
and friends who also appreciate the
history and culture of New Mexico.
Membership dues help "preserve and
increase the knowledqe of our history"
through research qrants, project qrants.
scholarships, publications. speakers

bureau, annual conferences. historical
register plaques, and annual awards
for outstanding books. projects.
exhibits, historic preservation projects
and meritorious service to the public.
Go to www.hsnrn.orq for a
membership form and more details
about the Historical Society of New
Mexico or send your request to HSNM,
PO Box 1912, Santa Fe 87S04. It would
be great to have members from every
state. Please consider honorinq your
family and friends with memberships
to the Historical Society of New
Mexico!

:~;~CAL_
hsnm
ili
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A LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT
Takin~ on the Presidency of HSNM.
following four years of Richard
Melzer as President. certainly offers a
challenge. I've been on the Board of
the Society for the past ei~ht years.
four as Treasurer and four as First
Vice-President. and have been
fortunate to serv e under the
leadership
of
three excellent
Presidents during this time. Ma~~ie
McDonald. Rick Hendricks. and
Richard Melzer. Hopefully. from these
experiences I've learned enouqh
about the Society and its operations
to keep us on an even course in the
future . with th e help of the Board and
you. the members.
The challenge is more one of
livinlJ up to th e standards set by
Richard and the other Presidents of
the Society stretchinq over the last
150 years. particularly in increasing
the
impact
of
the
Society.
Fortunately. Richard's Ieqacy as
President is very strong. and we have
some lJreat assets in lJoinlJ forward .
We now have more than 330
memberships.
includinq
45
organizattons. When all the members
of these are considered. the reach of
the Society encompasses thousands
of individuals interested in New
Mexico history. We also have a strong
and diverse Board . with our four new
members. Martha Shipman Andrews
from Las Cruces. Larry Campbell
from Los Alamos. Kermit Hill from
Santa Fe (with roots in Alamogordo),
and Calvin Smith from Hobbs. addinlJ
to an already outstandinq lJroup .
Thanks to those who have worked
hard to build the Society in the past,
we have a solid financial base with a
si~nificant continuing "kitty" that
provides a year-to -year flywheel for
our finances . We also have an
operational budget that should be in
the black this and subsequent years.
A5 an all-volunteer organization. our
operating expenses are very low
(insurance is the biglJest expense).
This allows us to use our membership
revenue to support our proqrams,
includinq
~rants.
scholarships.
awards. publications (particularly. La
Cr6nica) . and historic plaques. Our
annual
New
Mexico
History
Conferences usually adds a modest
bit of revenue. although our financial
li!oals for these are to keep the
re~istration fees as low as possible so
as to attract the most attendees while
not lJoing in the red.
We have gathered considerable
new momentum with this year's
successful Santa Fe conference. with
about 300 attendees. an outstanding
program. and many new members
attracted
by
the
conference.
Hopefully. we can build on this and
also on the interest in New Mexico
history generated by the spectacular
success of the opening of the New
Mexico History Museum over
Memorial Day weekend. The new
History Museum welcomed more
than 20.000 visitors on its first two
days. proof positive that there is a lot
of previously untapped interest in
New Mexico history. We are fortunate
to have stronq alliances with the
History Museum and also with the
Office of the State Historian. with its
award
winning
website.
wwwnewmextcohistoryorq. and its

excellent outreach programs. We will
continue to build our partnership
with these two orqantzarions. as well
as with local history groups and other
orqanizations around the state to
fulfill our shared missions.
We also have a new opportunity
provided by the success of our
outreach to New Mexico K-12 history
teachers. Thanks to the state Public
Education Department in ~ettin~ the
word out to all the schools in the
state. we had over 80 New Mexico K12 teachers express interest in the
conference. and 38 of these attended.
most if not all involved in teaching
New Mexico history. All seemed very
pleased to be invited and to be able to
sit in on the program sessions. We
need to see how we can do even
more to support these teachers in the
future .
This
alone
with
other
opportunities will be considered
when the Board meets in Belen in July
in a "retreat" format. One purpose of
this meeting is to better acquaint new
Board members with the rest of the
Board and vice-versa. but we wiII also
work on combining all of our
thoughts on where the Society should
focus its efforts. There have been
many good ideas sUli!li!ested over the
years for how the Society can
improve its operations and programs.
What we must do is assess and
proceed with what we are already
doing well. addinSJ the new ideas that
can best help us fulfiII our mission.
In doinq so we will need to
consider the full meaninq of our
mission of "increasing the knowledge
of New Mexico history." Certainly this
mission means encouraging research
through SJrants and scholarships.
publtshlnq the results of research. and
presenting research efforts at our
annual conferences. But it should
also mean broadening the knowledge
of New Mexico history through
reaching out to groups across the
state. especially in communities
whose history is not as often shared
with the rest of the state Here .
Southeast New Mexico. where we wiII
hold our 2010 New Mexico History
Conference in Hobbs. comes to mind.
It also should mean reaching out to
those just becoming interested in
New Mexico history. includlnq all
those students learning about New
Mexico history in classrooms across
the state. In all of our efforts. we'll
need to focu s on how we can best
add value without duplicating what
others can do more effectively.
workinlJ with our partners around the
state.
Now. the bottom line to a
somewhat lengthy discourse: Please
provide us your thouqhts on where
you think the Society should focus its
efforts and how you. the Membership.
can help us. You can send me your
thoughts at mSJsalp@mac.com or use
our
website
address.
hsnminfo rgihsnm.orq. Thanks for
your help and thanks for supporting
the Society!
Sincerely.
Michael Stevenson
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Michael Stevenson newly elected President of the Historical Society of
New Mexico and Richard Melzer immediate Past President
Photograph by Carleen Lazzell, May 2, 2009
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The New Mexico Centennial, 2012
By Richard Melzer
On January 6. 2012. New Mexico
will
celebrate
its
hundredth
anniversary as a state. This is an
important event in so many ways:
historic . cultural. and economic. to
name a few.
The HSNM is eaqer to be a part of
this lJreat celebration. We have
considered several potential projects.
but have come up short. especially due
to a lack of resources and an
inadequate administrative platform.
(Special thanks to John Bloom for his
~allant efforts to SJet us on track early
on.) Appreciating our ealJerness. but
realtzinc our limitations. our board of
directors decided to assist other
centennial efforts when possible. while
being open to new ideas and ventures
as they come alonq.
The HSNM has therefore been
happy to join the Department of
Cultural Affairs' when the department
beqan to orqanize for the centennial
about a year aqo. A5 of now. the
department has created two SJroups.
First. there is a Steering Committee
with hiSJh-powered members like
Secretary Stuart Ashman and Mike
Cerletti. Secretary of Tourism . Then
there is a Task Force with members
including Frances Levine. Jon Hunner,
Richard Melzer (representing the
HSNM) . Craiq Newbill . and Dennis
Trujillo (a HSNM board member). The
latter li!roup meets about once a
month. tryin~ to make plans. identify
resources. and gain some traction. The
Task Force is led by Jodi Delaney. the
Director of Statewide Initiatives for the
Department of Cultural Affairs.
In its most important session to
date. the Steerinq Committee and Task
Force ~athered in Albuquerque on May
14 to meet with Blake Wade . the

Oklahoma Centennial Planner. to learn
about Oklahoma's experience and hear
his sUli!li!estions about what we mieht
do in New Mexico . We were joined by
three centennial representatives from
Arizona who also wanted to hear
Wade's presentation and share what
Arizona has planned thus far.
Wade made many excellent
suggestions.
especially reqardinq
planning. fund raising. and maraetinorememberinq
that
Oklahoma
celebrated its centennial in 2007.
before the current economic crisis. He
also gave a list of things not to do in
planninq a centennial. includinq
lackinq patience. beinq insensitive to
any lJroup or interest, and believinq the
naysayers.
Delaney. the Steering
Jodi
Committee. and the Task Force has also
challenged each state lJovernment
department to propose ways in which
it would like to help celebrate the
centennial. We are also challenging
other entities across the state to submit
such proposals by August 1. A5 part of
this effort Lieutenant Governor Diane
Denish and members of the Steering
Committee and Task Force met with
mayors. Ieqtslators. tribal leaders.
county commissioners on June 23. (A
report on this event wiII appear in the
next issue of La Cr6nica)
The HSNM is optimistic regarding
this progress. especially given the
centennial's support by several key
political leaders. Hopefully. this support
will translate into fundinq when and if
monies become available. Meanwhile.
the HSNM wiII do what we can to assist
the Department of Cultural Affairs and
all appropriate efforts in creatine a
truly memorable and inspiring
centennial.
-RM

I.'
HSNM Grants Program
Applications are invited for
individual and institutional ~rants
under the HSNM Grants program.
Grants can be used to assist member
individuals and orqantzatlons in
research and publication projects and
other worthy endeavors consistent
with purposes of the Society.

Approximately four awards of $500
each are made each year. The deadline
submission of applications for the 2010
competition is May 31. 2010. For
further information and application
our
website.
materials.
visit
wwwhsnm.orq, and click on "SJrants".
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The New Mexico History Museum Opens!
By Michael Stevenson
Sunday and Monday of this
Memorial Day weekend saw the
opening of the New Mexico History
Museum behind and connected to the
Palace of the Governors.
The new Museum is spectacular,
and the openinq events were a SJreat
success, with more than 20,000 visitors
over the two openinq days (Disclosure:
this writer has been involved for the
last decade in advocattnq for the
History Museum and is not necessarily
unbiased). Director Dr. Frances Levine
and the staff of the New Mexico History
Museum/palace of the Governors (with
the help of many others) performed the
nearly-impossible by opening on
schedule, somethinq many believed
would not happen.
The new Museum encompasses a
total of 96,000 square feet, with 30,000
of that dedicated to exhibits: the rest
includes a 210-seat auditorium, staff
offices, an education center, a
conservation center, and a Iarqe
collection storage area. The "ca m pus"
of the New Mexico History Museum
includes the new Museum itself (in the
Pete V. Domenici butldtnc) entered
from Lincoln Avenue, the Palace of the
Governors, the Palace Press (whose
19th-century rooms at the back of the
Palace are being renovated and
expanded), the Fray Anqelico Chavez
History Library and Photo Archives, the
Palace Portal, with its Native American
Artisans Program. and two shops
operated by the Museum of New
Foundation,
one
(the
Mexico
Spiegelberg Shop) in the new Museum
and one in the Palace.
The new Museum as a structure
both expands and ties tOSJether this
campus, with the bridge from the
Palace Courtyard to the History
Museum brin~inSJ the two areas
together, This bridce was dedicated on
Friday, May 22, as the "Ben Lujan and
Ben AItimirano Entrada" in honor of
the current New Mexico Speaker of the
House Lujan and the (late) Senate ProTern Leader Altimirano. both very
instrumental in acquirinq state Iundinq
for the new Museum.
The Fray Anqellco Chavez History
Library and Photo Archives BuildinSJ,
previously a separate structure from
the Palace, is now tucked into the
northeast corner of the History
Museum in one seemingly lnteqral
building. The desisn is such that the
Chavez Library can be entered from the
History Museum side. although this
option is not yet in effect.
The total cost of the History
Museum construction was about $38 M,
with $23 M of that corning from the

state (and taxpayers) of New Mexico
and $ 15 M from the Federal
Government (acquired several years
a~o with the leadership of Senator Pete
Domenici). In addition, $6.5 M was
raised from private sources by the
Museum of New Mexico Foundation to
pay for the core exhibit in the History
Museum, and additional private
funding is still beinq souqht. Earlier
private Iund-raisinq. beqinninq with the
initiative of former Director Tom
Chavez, had allowed the purchase of
the land beneath the new Museum and
of the old Santa Fe Public Library, now
the home of the Chavez Library and
Photo Archives. The Palace's support
and advocacy SJroup, Los Compadres
del Palacio (also known as the Friends
of the Palace) operatinq under the
umbrella of the Museum of New
Mexico Foundation, was instrumental
in securing the needed funding over a
so-year period. In particular, the late
Ambassador Frank Ortiz spearheaded
these fund-raisinq and advocacy efforts
for many years, and the core exhibit
space is named the "Ortiz Sala" in his
honor.
For historians and lovers of New
Mexico history, not to speak of casual
visitors, this core exhibit, "Telling New
Mexico : Stories from Then and Now,"
will be an eye-opener and may force a
relearning of some of what you
thought you already knew about New
Mexico history.
In fact, one stated
mission of the New Mexico History
Museum is to "ch a nge the way
Americans look at their history. " New
Mexicans already know that our
history is special and has not been part
of the mainstream of the teaching of
American history, so "TeIIinSJ" won't
necessarily chance how we look at our
history, but we can all learn from the
exhibit. The historical content of
"TeIIinSJ, " most of which is on the main
(and entry) floor with the remainder
extending down to the bottom floor,
was developed by a team led by Rene
Harris, Assistant Director of the
Museum and HSNM Board member,
working together with an exhibit
design team led by Patrick Gallagher
and Associates. perhaps the premier
museum exhibit desiqn SJroup in the
country.
The intent of the "Tellin g New
Mexico" exhibit was that it be "sto rydriven" rather than "object-driven. "
This intent has been met, but the
balance between story and objects is
nevertheless appropriate, with many of
the most important objects in the
Museum's collections, some rarely on
display before, beinq used to

emphasize points in the story. Overall.
the exhibit is very dramatic, with larSJe
images, Includinq many historic
photographs. and many aural effects,
includlnq recordings of
Native
Americans tellinq their own stories,
settinq the stage. The exhibit also has
some interactive stations which allow
the visitor to "drill down" to ~et more
detail, so both younger visitors and
experienced historians will find ways to
spend their time.
Will you and other students of New
Mexico history find objects and history
you would like to have seen in this
exhibit that aren't included or text that
might have been stated differently? Of
course. and a parlor qame has already
started among those who have visited
to see who can point out thtnqs that
could be improved. The staff seems to
be fully prepared for this and claims to
welcome our pointing out any flaws we
see. But, in this observer's opinion, any
flaws in fact or presentation are
overwhelmed by the overall excellence
of the exhibit.
Another plus for the exhibit is the
companion book, Telling New Mexico,
A New History, edited by Marta WeiSJle
with Frances Levine and Louise Stiver.
(The Historical Society provided a
small SJrant to help in producing this
book). Newcomers to readme New
Mexico history should start here, as the
book includes more than 50 essays
coverinq the full ~amut of the
thousands of years of New Mexico
history, held toqether with connective
tissue written by the editors. The
authors of the essays represent many
viewpoints , includtnq a number of
Native American authors and voices (as
is also true of the "Telling " exhibit). It is
hardly a linear or comprehensive
history, nor was it intended to be, but it
is a very accessible and readable
exploration of many of the most
important aspects of New Mexico as a
land with a rich history.
And there's more! Upstairs at the
History Museum , in the large
"ChanSJinSJ
Gallery"
space,
is
"Fashioning New Mexico: What We
Wore to Mark Life's Passages." a new
exhibit put together by Senior Curator
Louise Stiver, Conservator Rebecca
Tinkham, and the History Museum
staff. "fashioning" includes more than
300 items, mostly clothing articles.
from the Museum 's collection of nearly
4,000 textile objects, some of which,
includinq those from the Manderfield,
Ilfeld and Jaramillo collections, were
ortginally donated to the Historical
Society and then by the Society to the
Museum in 1977. The extensive exhibit

in the larue (5700 square feet) ~allery is
Visually enticinq and will brin~ back
memories to everyone of a certain a~e.
It also offers opportunities for younger
visitors to tryon some vintage-style
clothinq so as to "Get Into History," a
key theme in the advertising for the
History Museum.
The new Spieqelberq Shop in the
History Museum is special in that it
represents artists and artisans who are
part of the horne-grown "New Mexico
Creates" proqrarn of the Museum of
New Mexico Foundation, and there are
many beautiful objects to peruse
although only a small section of books.
For historians and students of history,
the completely revamped Palace Shop,
which can be entered either from the
Palace or from WashinSJton Avenue.
will likely be of more interest, as it is
completely devoted to books and to
historic imaqes from the Photo
Archives.
Images from the Photo Archives
are also featured in the "Throuch the
Lens" exhibit in the west end of the
Palace of the Governors, which focuses
on images of Santa Fe from nearly a
century and a half of photography On
the east end of the Palace is the aweinspiring "Tesoi os de Devocion/Ireesures
of Devotion " exhibit showcasinq more
than 150 classic New Mexico rellqlous
objects (reteblos. bultos, and cricifijos)
from the collection of the late Larry
Frank. These two exhibits. along with
other continuing exhibits in the Palace.
should not be neqlected by those
visiting the new History Museum.
In short, there's a lot to see. A full
day at the History Museum, Includlnq
the Palace, the Shops, the Library, and
the Palace Press will not do justice to all
there is to see and to be involved with,
so plan on visitinq more than once. If
you haven't yet visited the new
Museum at all, do so at your first
opportunity. It is a wonder. The
crowds have dropped to a mere 2-3,000
per day. and there is plenty of space
and time to study the exhibits.
The Museum is open all week (7 days, 10 AM to 5 PM, with free Friday
evenings until 8 PM) through the
summer. Admission is $6 for New
Mexico residents (free on Sundays) and
$9 to others. and the one fee includes
both the Palace of the Governors and
the new Museum. Children 16 and
under are always free, as are Museum
of New Mexico Foundation members.
For
more
information
visit
nmhistorymuseum.orq
and
museumloundation.orq.

•••

Robert Torrez (1995-1999), John Grassham (1993-1995), Richard Melzer (2005-2009).
Margaret Espinosa McDonald (1999-2003) - Past Presidents of HSNM
Photo graph taken by Carleen Lezzell. May 2. 2009
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John 0. Baxter and HSNM Past President Spencer WiIIson (1987-1991)
Photograph tak en by Carleen Lezzett. May 2. 2009

Bells of St. Francis
were created by a Dutch bell maker
and they traveled tocether by ship from
The Netherlands. They are composed
of copper and black tin. Each one has
its own name and sounds a particular
note when struck.
Church belIs
traditionally are named for female
saints. The new bells of St. Francis are
named as follows :
Bell No. 1 is named St. Katherin e
Drexel. S.B.S. (Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament). It weiqhs 2.728 pounds
and has a D sharp note. St. Katherine
Drexel worshiped at the cathedral and
she established the St. Katherine Indian
School in 1887 near Rosario Cemetery.
Bell No.2 is named Mercedes. She
weiSJhs 1.177 pounds and has a G sharp
note.
Bell No.3 is named Sofia Libradita
and wei~hs 825 pounds with an A sharp
note.
BelI No. 4 is named for Dee
Thomas. The smallest of the bells . she
wei~hs 550 pounds and has a C note.
-CCL

On May 31. 2009 . hundreds of
onlookers stood outside the Cathedral
Basilica of St. Francis in Santa Fe . New
where
they
watched
Mexico
Archbishop Michael Sheehan bless and
baptize the church's four new bells that
will be placed in the cathedral's south
tower. The Archbishop had asked the
parish
to
leave
a
~ift
in
commemoration
of
the
400th
anniversary o f th e Spanish se ttlem ent
in Santa Fe.
Each bell si~nifies 100 years in the
history of the church. the oldest church
in the United States. which is still
active. The cathedral's south tower had
not had bells in more than 100 years .
The time was appropriate for the parish
to order the new bells .
There are also four bells in the
north tower. but they seldom rlnq. The
periodic bells tones which have flowed
from the church in recent years have
be simulated and broadcast over
speakers.
The new bells are melodic and
make beautiful music. The new bells
'

..

St. Francis Cathedral Basilica
Scaffolding Removed
The renovation of the Cathedral
Basilica of St. Francis. which beqan in
the fall of 2007. is completed on the
outside of the buildinq therefore the
scaffoldmq up since last year is finally
coming down.
The stone's been cleaned. its cracks
patched and any missing pieces
replaced. The scaffoldinq about the
building's entrance stretched 11 stories
hiSJh when workers beqan takin~ it
down usinq a hoist.
'

..

James Cutropia . the cathedral's
director of finance and administration.
said stonework went up in 1862. and
not since then had major repair work
been done.
With Santa Fe's 400th birthday
festivities 100minSJ. one of its oldest
attractions needed sprucing up .
Abstract Masonry Restoration was
hired by the Archdiocese of Santa Fe to
restore the cathedral's sandstone.
- CCL

40th Anniversary:
Remembering the Film Easy Rider
This year Taos is recoqnlzinq the
fortieth
anniversary
of
the
countercultural movie Easy Rider.
Fans of the 1969 road film have dusted
off their love beads and headed for
northern New Mexico for the 2009 Taos
Summer of Love celebration which
runs from May through September.
with music. films . art exhibits and other
events. Dennis Hopper who wrote.
directed and starred in Easy Rider.
lived in Taos durinq the fllminq. and the
town served as a backdrop for many of
the movie's scenes. Peter Fonda. Jack
Nicholson . Karen Black and Phil
Spector also acted in Easy Rider. The
movie received two academy awards:

Jack Nicholson for Best Supporting
Actor and Best Oriqinal Screenplay. For
the next 15 years. Hopper basically
made his home at the Mabel Dodqe
Luhan house. where he continued her
tradition of hostinq some of the most
off-beat personalities of his SJeneration.
Dodge Luhan died on AUSJust 13. 1962
and Hopper purchased the home from
her estate. In addition to the film . a
SJreat deal of emphasis was focused on
this year's Harwood Museum exhibit
"Dennis Hopper and Friends." Hopper
is also known for his photography and
his collages and abstracts. In addition.
Hopper has a keen eye as a collector of
- CCL
1960s-era art.

'"In Memoriam-:
John Brown. Jr. one of the ortginal 29 Cod e Talkers and a former Navajo Tribal
councilman. died on May 20. 2009 at the a~e of 88. Brown was born December 24.
1921 in Chinl e near Canyon de Chelly to Nonabah Be~ay and John Brown. His
mother died in 2007 at the a~e of 102. Brown attended Chinle boardlnq School and
~raduated from Albuquerque Indian School in 1940. To learn more about the
Navajo Cod e Talkers . see Warriors: Navajo Code Talkers (FlaSJstaff: Northland
Publishing 1990). which features photographs of both John Brown . Jr. and Thomas
Claw.

G. Blake Chanslor passed away on April 10. 2009 at the aSJe of 88. Chanslor was
born in borqer; Texas on June 8. 1920. He served in the Navy durinq WWII and
moved to New Mexico following the end of th e war. Chanslor opened his first "Lo ta
BurSJer" in Albuquerque in 1952. He priced a hamburger and a ba~ of chips for
thirty-five cents. Many SJive credit to Blake's Lota burger for introducing the ~reen
chile burger. Tony HiIlerman's characters Joe Leaphorn and Jim Chee relished
Blake 's Lota BurSJer's m enu. The traditional siSJnaSJe was the "Blake's Man ." a 10 to
15 ft. tall man with blue poles for leSJs. a white and red striped jacket and a blue hat
and bowtie. Chanslor sold th e business in 2003. Currently there are Lota burqer
restaurants in 23 New Mexico locations.

Thomas Claw died May 26.2009 at the aSJe of 87. Claw was part of the elite SJroup
of Navajo Marines who confounded the Japanese during World War II by
transmittinq messages in their native language. He was born in the community of
Chinle in northeastern Arizona. He moved to Parker in western Arizona in the late
1940s where he and his wife raised their family.

Jeanne f. Grassham passed away on May 4. 2009 at the aSJe of 80. A lifelong
resident of New Mexico. she was a descendent of the Beaubien and Abreu families.
See La Cronies de Nuevo Mexico. January 2008 (No.74). Jeanne SJraduated from
Estancia HiSJh School and attended New Mexico HiSJhlands University where she
was a member of Delta Zeta Sorority. She was a past president of Albuquerque City
Panhellenic. Her ~ra n dso n John Grassham served as president of the Historical
Society of New Mexico for the term 1993-1995.

frederick Hammersley. a renowned abstract artist, died May 31. 2009 at the a~e
of 90. He was known as one of the Los Angeles-based "Abstract Classicists" whose
work SJained international acclaim in 1959. The term "hard-edge" was coined to
describe the SJeometric . abstract patntincs by Hammersley.
He moved to
Albuquerque in 1968 where he assumed the position of Assistant Professor of Art at
University of New Mexico . He continued to reside in Albuquerque until his death.
L. William Seidman passed away in Albuquerque on May 13.2009. His defining
role in national politics began in 1985. with his appointment by President ReaSJan
to lead the FDIC. the aSJency that protects bank depositors aSJainst loss . During his
career. he served under four presidents. He was born in Grand Rapids. MichiSJan in
1921 and SJraduated from Dartmouth in 1942 before [ointnq the Navy. He had a
Ieadmq role in creatinq Grand Valley State University in Michiqan. About 35 years
aSJo. the Seidman Family purchased what wa s then known as the A. Stuart
MacArthur Ranch near WaSJon Mound. which is now referred to as the WaSJon
Mound Ranch.
Arthur Tatkoski. famed stained-glass artist. died on June 7. 2009 at the aSJe of 75.
Tetkoski's body of work encompasses more than 5.000 creations. He especially
liked liturgical and theological themes. In 2003. he and his studio completed the
restoration of the "Rose Window" at St Francis Cathedral in Santa Fe. As part of this
commission. he designed and installed three new stained-glass windows at the
cathedral (basilica) . He was the sculptor for the life-size mustang at West Mesa Hiqh
School and did the mosaic of a matador for Sandia HiSJh School. both in
Albuquerque . His work can be seen in numerous churches. both Catholic and
Protestant, throughout New Mexico and surroundlnq states. To read more about
Tatkosbi' s career. see "Stain ed -Glass Creator Cared Deeply About Work" by Lloyd
Jojola. Albuquerque Journal. Friday. June 12. 2009. p. C-11.

Herbert York was born November 24. 1921. in Rochester. New York. He received
his B.S. and M.S. from the University of Rochester in 1943. York joined the
Manhattan Project as a physicist at the Oak RidSJe. Tenn essee's Y-12 plant. where he
worked on the electromaqnetlc separation of uranium 235. After World War II. York
completed his PhD from Berkeley and was a co-discoverer of neutral pi meson. He
wrote so me 75 articles and books. In 2000. President Clinton named him a
recipient of the Enrico Fermi Award for his efforts and contributions in nuclear
deterrence and arms-control a~reements. York died on May 19.2009 of leukemia
at he aSJe of 87.
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Signage for the Blake 's Loteburqet at Osuna and Edith NE. Albuquerque
Photogr ap h by Carleen Lazzell M ay 19. 2009
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"Great GeesePair"
Bronze sculpture by Peter Woytuk
South entrance Santa Fe Community Convention Center

Enrique R. Lamadrid received the 2009 Gilberte Espinosa Prize presented each y ear by
New Mexico Historical Review. Lamadrid's article "Rutas del Cotnzon. "
photographs by Miguel Gnndett, appeared in NMHR 84. No. 4
Durwood Ball. editor of NMHR presented the award

(photograph by Carl een Lezzell. May 1, 2009)
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Call for Papers
2010 New Mexico History Conference
April 29-May 1, 2010
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF
NEW MEXICO invites proposals for
papers and presentations for the 2010
New Mexico History Conference. to be
held in Lea County. New Mexico. April
29-May 1. 2010. The conference will
utilize facilities at the Lea County
Special Events Center in Hobbs. as well
as the Lea County Historical Museum in
Lovington . Given the location. we are
inviting historically minded West Texas
and the Permian Basin friends join us
as presenters or participants.
Conference sessions are 1 Y2 hours
in length. Most sessions will consist of
oral delivery of three papers or
presentations. each approximately 20
minutes in length. along with the
moderator's
introduction
and
questions from the audience. Limited
opportunities may be available for
sessions allowinq two presentations.
each 30 minutes in length. Conference
sessions will occur both morning and
afternoon on Friday. April 30 and
Saturday morning. May 1; proposers
should be prepared to present at any of
those times. as determined by the
program committee.
The Program Committee also
invites proposals for special topical
sessions occupying the full 1Y2 hour
period. Proposals for such sessions
should include names. topics, and

contact information for all panel
members.
Topics on any aspect of the history
of New Mexico and the Southwest are
welcome. While the range of possible
topics is not limited. topics relating to
the history of southeastern New
Mexico and the Permian Basin region
of West Texas and eastern New Mexico
are especially invited.
Presenters must register as
conference
participants.
Digital
projection systems and other usual
audiovisual presentation equipment
will be available.
Deadline for submissions is
September 30. 2009. Proposals may be
submitted electronically or by mail.
Notification of acceptance will be sent
on or about November 1, 2009.
Proposals will include presenter
contact information and vita or
biographical summary. presentation
title. a brief synopsis . technical support
needed. and list of major sources
(optional). For additional information.
including a cover page for proposals
and
information
about
past
visit
conferences.
please
wwwhsnm.orc or contact David L.
Caffey.
program
chair.
david .caffeyrgiclovls.edu. PO. Box 955;
Clovis. NM 88102.

New Books for your
New Mexico History Library
Compiled by Richard Melzer

John Ba xter. Cowboy Park Steer
pr-.... ·.. , rT Contests on the Border.
Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press.
2009.
Marilyn H. fedewa . Maria of Agreda:
Mystical Lady in Blue. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press. 2009.

Steve Glass man. It Happened on the
Santa Fe Trail. Guilford . Connecticut:
Twodot. 2008.
Michael Norman and Elizabeth M.
Norman. Tears in the Darkness: The
Story of the Bataan Death March and
Its Aftermath. New York : Farrar. Straus

David

E. Stuart. The Ancient
Southwest: Chaco Canyon. Bandelier.
and Mesa
Verde . Albuquerque:

University of New Mexico. revised
edition. 2009.

Tisa Wenger. We Have a Religi on : The
1920s
Pueblo
Indian
Dance
Controversy and American Religious
Freedom . Chapel Hill: University of

North Carolina Press. 2009.

Marta Weigle. ed. Teliins; New Mexico:
A New History. Santa Fe: Museum of
New Mexico Press. 2009.

Katherine Wells. Life on the Rocks:

and Giroux. 2009.

Adventures
in
On e
Woman's
Petroglyph Preservation. Albuquerque:

Debrah C. Slaney, Jewel of the
Railroad Era: Albuquerque's Alvarado
Hotel. Albuquerque: The Albuquerque

University of New Mexico Press. 2009.

Museum. 2009.

Tom Zoellner, Uranium: War. Energy
and the Rock That Shaped the World.

New York: Viking. 2009.

